09 DODGE DAKOTA ACCESSORIES
SIMPLY BRILLIANT.
For added appeal and practical protection, these chrome accessories really shine.

1. CHROME FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR.
   Designed to deflect road spray, dirt and bugs up and away from your Dakota’s hood and windshield.

2. CHROME HONEYCOMB GRILLE.
   Put the good looks right up front with this custom grille.

3. 18-INCH CAST ALUMINUM WHEEL.
   This premium five-spoke wheel features a machined bright finish with Black pockets and is treated with a durable clear coat to resist corrosion and maintain a long-lasting shine.

4. CHROME TUBULAR SIDE STEPS.
   These stylishly substantial four-inch oval steps feature extra-wide, textured stepping surfaces for easy entry and exit and mount securely with corrosion-resistant, E-Coated steel mounting brackets. No drilling required.

5. CHROME BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.
   Accent your Dakota’s strong body lines with these bright, bold mouldings.

6. CHROME EXHAUST TIP.
   Add a little show when you’re on the go with this custom chrome tip.

SHOWN ON COVER: 18-INCH FIVE-SPOKE CHROME WHEEL PUTS A NEW SPIN ON STYLE.
SUPER-SIZED STYLE.
When it comes to protection, performance and premium good looks, Authentic Dodge Accessories by Mopar® keep everything in tow.

1. BED EXTENDER. (1) Give your cargo area a little extra breathing room. Extender increases the storage capacity of your truck’s bed by positioning the extender to enclose the open tailgate area. Reverse the position and the extender becomes a convenient cargo divider. Built-in holders carry plastic shopping bags securely.

2. FENDER FLARES. Rugged injection-moulded flares install easily and protect your Dakota from road debris.

3. 18-INCH CAST ALUMINUM CHROME WHEEL. This premium chrome wheel features a split five-spoke design. It’s machined to match your vehicle’s exact specifications for a balanced ride and undergoes stringent testing for a long-lasting shine.

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
1. UNDER-THE-RAIL BEDLINER.
   For extreme truck bed protection, we've got you covered. Liner features skid-resistant construction to help keep cargo from shifting. Integrated board-holder slots and a non-pooling floor make cleanups easy and help keep moisture away from your truck bed. OVER-THE-RAIL BEDLINER is available for Dakota ST Extended Cab 1.95-metre (6.4-foot) conventional bed only.

2. BED RUG.(1)
   Closed-cell polyethylene mat protects your truck bed and features a polyester fibre surface to protect your valuable cargo from scratches. It also cleans easily and is designed not to absorb or be damaged by oils, solvents, grease or acids.

3. BED MAT.
   Heavy-duty mat helps protect your truck’s bed floor and tailgate from scratches with nylon-reinforced rubber, which also helps prevent cargo from shifting. Removes easily for cleaning and includes tailgate cover.

4. MOULDED BED RAIL PROTECTORS.
   Help protect your truck's bed rails from dents, dings and scratches with these moulded plastic protectors, designed specifically for your Dakota. Available for Dakota ST models.

5. FIBREGLASS TONNEAU COVER.(1)
   This hard body is colour-matched to your Dakota’s factory colour and features a resin-reinforced honeycomb design for durability and a corrosion-resistant aluminum frame. It also features a smooth, finished edge and anti-vibration/sway control bumpers to maintain a uniform fit in your truck bed. Gas-assisted struts with a piano-hinge design makes access easy.

6. TRIFOLD TONNEAU COVER.(1)
   This soft, folding cover can be quickly installed and totally removed in seconds. The quick-release latches allow for fast operation.

7. HARD FOLDING TONNEAU COVER.(1)
   Folding cover features a lightweight aluminum frame with structural foam panels that are rust- and corrosion-resistant. Patented four-panel design with hinged cover makes opening and closing a simple two-step process that takes seconds. Open front panel to access items near the cab; open rear panel to reach cargo at the tailgate. Sturdy, flush-mount lock secures both tailgate and cover.

8. SNAPLESS PREMIUM SOFT TONNEAU COVER.(1)
   Easy to install and remove, this cover features premium fabric and an aluminum frame custom fit to your truck's bed. The cover also features bows to help reduce water pooling.

9. ELECTROCHROMATIC INTERIOR REAR-VIEW MIRROR.
   You’ll like what you see with this rear-view mirror, featuring a built-in compass, temperature display and automatic dimmer.

10. PREMIUM FLOOR MATS.
    Plush 24-oz nylon carpet mats include rubber-nibbed backing with driver’s side positive retention to help keep them in place. Available in Khaki (shown) or Slate Grey.

11. SLUSH MATS.
    Heavy-duty mats feature deep grooves to help prevent water, snow and mud from spilling onto the carpet. Rubber-nibbed backing with driver’s side positive retention helps keep mats in place. Available in Khaki or Slate Grey (shown).

(1) Available for 1.62-metre (5.3-foot) and 1.95-metre (6.4-foot) beds with or without pickup box utility rails.
12. **SPORT UTILITY BARS.**
Built of heavy-duty Black anodized aluminum, these beefy bars feature T-slots that allow for quick carrier installation. Bars attach to the pickup box utility rails and accommodate all our carrier accessories.

13. **BED-MOUNT BIKE CARRIERS.**
For two-wheel adventures, our Bed-Mount Bike Carriers feature a Fork-Mount style that carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel and the Upright style that carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured. All carriers mount to the Sport Utility Bars (sold separately).

14. **BED-MOUNT CARGO BASKET WITH CARGO NET.**
Basket is designed to carry cargo above your truck bed for two-tier storage and works in conjunction with the cargo net that securely holds down cargo (sold separately). Basket mounts to Sport Utility Bars (sold separately).

15. **TAILGATE SPOILER.**
Add an extra touch of attitude with this stylish accessory featuring an aerodynamic design that adds protection to the top of the tailgate area. Available for Dakota ST models.

16. **BED-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER.**
Ski and Snowboard Carrier holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards, or a combination of the two. The carrier features corrosion-resistant lock covers and either-side opening and mounts to Sport Utility Bars (sold separately).

17. **BED RAIL CARGO MANAGEMENT LIGHTING SYSTEM.**
Your truck bed will really take a shine to our lighting system. Lights run the length of the side rails and illuminate the truck bed to make loading and unloading easier at night.

18. **DIAMOND PLATE TOOL BOX.**
Super-durable aluminum tool box is available in either a dual lid or single lid (shown) version. Box features a protective seal coat, continuous body welds, stainless steel hinges and locking handles.

19. **TOW HOOKS.**
Here's a friend with major pull. Heavy-duty Black forged-steel hooks mount to your truck's frame to give your Dakota powerful towing capabilities.

20. **HITCH RECEIVER.**
Your Dakota will really haul when it's equipped with our two-inch Hitch Receiver that's constructed of heavy-duty steel and features an E-Coated primer with Black polyester-baked top coat finish. Hitch Receiver Plug included. Ball Mount, Hitch Ball and Wiring Harness sold separately.

21. **TELESCOPING TRAILER TOW MIRRORS.**
These mirrors feature convex spotter glass and are wider and configured for increased visibility when towing large objects. Mirrors are mounted on an arm extension that enables them to slide away from the vehicle for a better view.

---

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Check Owner’s Manual for hitch type, load capacity and heavy duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped.

CHECK US OUT AT MOPAR.CA
1. CHROME HONEYCOMB GRILLE.
Make a stylish upgrade with this premium grille that's constructed of billeted aluminum with a honeycomb design. Besides offering a bold, customized look, it also meets all Chrysler LLC standards for durability.

2. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS.
Designed to let you partially open the windows yet remain dry during inclement weather. Tinted, acrylic visors come in a set of four for Extended Cab and Crew Cab models.

3. SUNROOF AIR DEFLECTOR.
Keeps wind noise to a minimum and directs air and debris up and over your sunroof opening when vehicle is moving.

4. REAR MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS.
These tough Black plastic guards feature the Dodge Ram’s Head logo, providing a stylish accent and maximum protection from road spray, salt and road debris. Guards are easily painted and are designed to match your Dakota’s existing front guards.

5. TUNER-STYLE TAIL LAMPS.
Add a custom look to your Dakota while meeting all FMVSS standards. These stylish lamps install easily and are designed to retain OEM quality and provide a seamless, custom fit. Set of two.

6. FUEL FILLER DOOR.
Add a bright complement to your Dakota with a uniquely styled Fuel Filler Door available in brushed aluminum or chrome (shown).

7. DOOR SILL GUARDS.
Add a bright touch of style to your Dakota while protecting the interior door sills from scratches. Brushed stainless steel guards are embossed with the Dakota name (set of two). Rear Door Sill Guards for the Crew Cab are also available, sold separately.

8. DOOR APPLIQUÉS.
These door appliqués provide a striking accent to your front and rear door handles, window switch plates and door pulls. Appliqué colour is Satin Silver that complements the instrument panel centre stack.

9. DOOR STORAGE MODULE KIT.
This handy storage module is removable for easy cleaning. Available for front doors only for Extended and Crew Cabs.

10. REMOTE START.(1)
Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle with a touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.

uconnect phone.(2)
This voice-activated system is controlled through your radio, allowing you to dial your wireless phone through voice commands. It also lets you control your iPod® through the radio and steering wheel controls, letting you listen to your favourite tunes in digital audio quality. Cable sold separately for iPod integration.

uconnect studios.(3)
A uconnect studios feature, SIRIUS™ Satellite Radio delivers 120 channels, including 100% commercial-free music plus world-class sports, talk, entertainment, and weather. For more information, go to siriuscanada.ca. Available on RER, REN, REQ and RES.

CHECK US OUT AT MOPAR.CA
PREMIUM ELECTRONICS: MOVE AND GROOVE.

1. uconnect gps (RER).\(^{(4)}\)
   This premium navigation radio features a 6.5-inch touch screen, AM/FM stereo, single-disc CD/DVD player, SIRIUS™ Satellite Radio, a 2.0 USB port, and a mini stereo audio input jack. The 30-gigabyte hard drive is preloaded with map data for the United States and most of Canada, with plenty of space for music. Cables sold separately for iPod™ integration. A microphone kit is required to enable hands-free calling and voice control of the radio. Also available, Gracenote™ Metadata Database update disc and map updates.

2. uconnect tunes (REN).\(^{(4)(5)}\)
   This multimedia radio features a 6.5-inch touch screen, AM/FM stereo, single-disc CD/DVD player, a 2.0 USB port, a mini stereo audio input jack and a 30-gigabyte hard drive that has plenty of space for music. Also available, Gracenote Metadata Database update disc.

3. REQ RADIO.\(^{(5)}\)
   AM/FM stereo with six-disc CD/DVD changer that plays CDs, DVDs, MP3 and WMA audio. Also includes a mini stereo audio input jack and two-line dot matrix VFD screen.

4. RES RADIO.\(^{(5)}\)
   AM/FM stereo with single-disc CD player that plays MP3 and WMA audio. Also includes a mini stereo input jack.

5. KICKER® SOUND SYSTEMS.
   Authentic Dodge Accessories offers exclusive audio system upgrade components and packages from KICKER, the world’s premier high-performance car audio manufacturer. KICKER speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for your Dodge vehicle, so you get automotive sound the way it was intended. And best of all, KICKER parts install easily; bolt them in and then plug them in. No cutting or soldering is required!

6. GARMINTM NAVIGATION SYSTEMS.
   GARMIN nüvi® 205.
   This GPS system features an anti-glare display with 2-D or 3-D map detail, turn-by-turn voice directions and touch screen controls. It also comes preloaded with City Navigator® NT street maps for the United States and parts of Canada, hotels, restaurants and more.

   GARMIN nüvi® 265W.
   Step up to the 265W and you’ll have the same great features of the 205 plus an anti-glare widescreen display, text-to-speech and Bluetooth™ capabilities.

   GARMIN nüvi® 880.
   This premium system features voice recognition software, a widescreen display, 2-D or 3-D preloaded maps, and FM transmitter and an integrated traffic receiver that gives you alerts about delays and road construction on your route. It also includes many “must-have” entertainment and travel tools including an MP3 player, audio book player (subscription to Audible.com required), JPEG picture viewer, currency converters and more.

7. INTERFACE MODULE FOR iPod.
   This FM-bounded system allows you to listen to your favourite music through your vehicle’s audio system. iPod music file navigation is maintained by the iPod click wheel.

---

\(^{(1)}\)Check provincial and local regulations on the use of remote starters (automatic transmission only). \(^{(2)}\)You can retain your current wireless carrier and wireless phone number (and one bill) as long as your wireless phone employs Bluetooth Hands-Free Profile version 1.0 or higher. \(^{(3)}\)Requires satellite receiver/antenna kit, installation kit, and satellite radio service subscription. \(^{(4)}\)In-dash DVD capability is not available in all states. See your dealer for details. \(^{(5)}\)Available with and without integrated SIRIUS Satellite Radio.
AUTHENTIC DODGE ACCESSORIES.

When you enhance your Dakota with Authentic Dodge Accessories by Mopar®, you gain far more than substantial style, premium protection, powerful performance or extreme entertainment. You also benefit from the authentic difference found only in an original equipment accessory. It’s a difference you’ll recognize in the higher standards and tighter tolerances required of original equipment accessories. And one you’ll appreciate in our stricter testing measures, from impact performance tests to harsh on- and off-road durability testing. Choose the full line of accessories that feature a fit, finish and functionality designed specifically for your Dakota. Check us out at mopar.ca.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR FAMILY CONNECTIONS.

As a valued Chrysler, Jeep® or Dodge owner, you’re in good company. And your vehicle is just the beginning. See all the exciting benefits your family connections can get you at Chrysler Canada Inc.

CHRYSLER FINANCIAL

AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR

CHRYSLER, JEEP AND DODGE SERVICE

CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED VEHICLES

CHRYSLER SERVICE CONTRACTS

PERFORMANCE YOU CAN’T PASS UP.

1. KATZKIN SEATS.

Create your own stylish interior worthy of such a capable ride. Katzkin offers premium leather packages with embroideries, piping, two-tones, suede and much more in many different colours. Ask your dealer for more information.

2. CAT-BACK EXHAUST SYSTEM.

Our Performance Cat-Back Exhaust System features aircraft-quality T304 stainless steel construction with mandrel-bent tubing, stainless band clamps and polished tips. These free-flow systems provide horsepower and torque gain, improved fuel economy and a deeper tone.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES:

Bed Web Net
Cargo Bed Divider Kit
Engine Block Heater
Locking Gas Cap
Premium Vehicle-Care Products
Roadside Safety Kit
Skid Plates, Fuel Tank and Transfer Case
Spare Tire Lock
Trailer Accessories
Wheel Locks

dodge.ca>>mopar.ca>>1-800-361-3700